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Gharieni PEDIspa
The world`s first 5-motors-powered
treatment bed of this kind. With 5 fields
of application: Suitable for pedicure,
manicure (using of optional accessories), facial treatments (as the backrest
is inclinable backwards), make-up (by
manually rotating seat) and hair care
(by removable headrest).
The housing and base of Gharieni‘s
Pedispa consist of high-quality white
Corian© as standard. Different colours
are optionally available. The upholstery of the seat consists of durable

white artificial leather as standard.
Different colours are also optionally
available. The inclination of the backrest and seat are electrically adjustable.
Furthermore, the height of the legrest
as well as the distance between legrest
and seat are electrically adjustable. The
unit is equipped with freely programmable memory-positions, which allows all
5 motors move in the desired positions
in sync. The seat can be swivelled 90°
to both the right and left. The headrest
can be manually tilted to front.
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FUNCTIONALITY
5 in 1 - PEDICURE | MANICURE | FACIAL | MAKE-UP | HAIR CARE

1: Manually-adjustable headrest by
approx. 25° forwards. 2: Electrically-adjustable backrest from approx. 26° to
75° backwards. 3: The seat is electrically-adjustable in height from approx.
63 cm to approx. 93 cm, 4: electrically-movable backwards and forwards by
approx. 17 cm and 5: electrically-inclinable backwards by 14°. 6: The height

of the footrest is electrically adjustable
by 20 cm. 7: The seat can be swivelled
90° to both the right and left. 8: The
optional manicure bowl and 9: the tray
is easily and quickly fitted by a plugin function on both armrests. 10: The
length of the base is approx. 150 cm,
11: the width is approx. 80 cm and
12: the height is approx. 43 cm.
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Following
equipment variants
are available
at the PediSpa:
PediSpa BASIC
includes:
// Manual or mechanical control with
SYMETRICS handles or controls
// Affusion pipe
PediSpa COMFORT
includes:
// Electronic control with
SMART TOOLS
// Affusion pipe
PediSpa SUPERIOR
includes:
// Electronic control with
SMART TOOLS
// Affusion pipe
// Automatic Filling with the
affusion pipe
// SPA-Programs: VITALIZE & RELAX
PediSpa DELUXE
includes:
// Electronic control with
SMART TOOLS
// Affusion pipe
// Automatic Filling via WATER FALL
with PEARLSTREAM
// SPA-Programs: VITALIZE & RELAX
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EQUIPMENT
VARIANTS
Features:

The new extractable affusion pipe
offers the opportunity for individual
Kneipp showers.
In all four PediSpa variants.

Automatic filling via WATER FALL
with PEARLSTREAM.
In PediSpa DELUXE.

The digital SMART TOOLS ensure convenient operation.
In PediSpa COMFORT, -SUPERIOR,
-DELUXE.

VITALIZE refreshes, stimulates and
gives power to the body. Four jets
massage the reflex zones on the solesof your feet with increasing pressure
intensity and fluctuating temperatures.

RELAX stimulates, relaxes and warms.
First your feet are dipped in warm shallow water; then the temperature and
water level rise slowly – until, after 10
minutes, you leave the feeling relaxed.

SPA-Programs: VITALIZE & RELAX:
In PediSpa SUPERIOR, -DELUXE.
The FOOT BATH ATT of Dornbracht
combines different jet types, comfortfunctions and pre-programmed scenarios, the effects of which remain long
after the application is finished.
In the FOOT BATH ATT, you can
choose between two scenarios:

Pictures: © Dornbracht
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